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Chapter 17: Zhao Tai 

Chapter 17 

Luxurious cars are like a cloud in the underground parking lot of Shangri-La, and the 
BMW cars that Lin drives here are not high-end luxury cars at all. They can only be said 
to be mid-range cars. 

Of course, the Lin family has a great career, and Lin Kai is the young master of the Lin 
family. The car under his name is definitely not only BMW, and there are countless 
luxury cars. 

The reason why Lin had to drive such a BMW was because he had had enough of 
going to work in his entire life and envied others to drive a BMW. 

Arriving on the eighth floor of Shangri-La, the elevator door had just opened, and a fat 
man with a shiny face walked over. 

The fat man in a suit and leather shoes, with bright hair, smiled, two golden teeth 
gleaming, Zhang Kaixuan! 

“Oh! Lin Shao, I finally see you!” Zhang Kaixuan stepped forward and gave Lin Kai a big 
hug, not enthusiastic. 

Lin Kai is no stranger to him, and smiled: “Fatty, I haven’t seen you for three months, 
you seem to be round again!” 

Zhang Kaixuan, nicknamed Fatty, weighed two hundred catties, and was Lin Kai’s best 
friend since childhood. 

Lin Kai is a dude, and he doesn’t have many true friends. Only this fat man is Lin Kai’s 
true friend. 

The fat man laughed and walked inward with his arms around Lin Kai’s shoulders. 

On the way, the fat man winked at Lin Kai. 



“Lin Shao, today is not the game of Fatty’s team. Today, there is a big man!” Fatty 
smiled mysteriously. 

Although Fattys family background is not as good as that of the Lin family, his 
background is not small. The big people in Fatty’s mouth must be big people with 
backgrounds. 

“Oh?” Lin Kai raised his eyebrows and asked, “Which big man?” 

“The son of Macau Gambling King, Zhao Tai!” The fat man said proudly. 

The son of Macau Gambling King? Heir to the King of Gambling? 

After hearing the four words of Zhao Tai, Lin Kai immediately thought of Bao Beier in 
the movie’s big shot. Zhao Tai, who he played, was really a dude. 

“Lin Shao, aren’t you a good one? In our Jiangbei circle, your name, Lin Shao, the king 
of gambling, is not for nothing. Why, do you have the confidence to pass on the king of 
gambling to others?” Fatty winked. Smiled. 

Recall carefully, Lin Kai from the past seemed to be a gambling dude. 

Gambling is forbidden in this place in Jiangbei, but dudes like Lin Kai ignore them. 

In the past, Lin Kai also played a thousand tricks, so in the Jiangbei gangster circle, Lin 
Kai is also a famous gambling king. 

“Go in and talk.” Lin Kai smiled slightly. 

When I came to the door of the Tianzi Room, I opened the door and saw that the 
luxurious Tianzi Room was full of people. 

The smog, all kinds of people, mostly young people, men and women, men are dressed 
in two characters, rich, and women are two characters, enchanting. 

“Oh, Lin Shao, it’s been a long time since I saw you, I want to kill you.” 

“Shao Lin, haven’t seen you for three months, you seem to be much more handsome!” 

“Shao Lin, people want you to die.” 

Suddenly, Lin Kai was surrounded by several enchanting beauties, rubbing his arms 
deliberately. 

Immediately, Lin Kai had a dream. He didn’t expect the life of the rich to be so cool! 



In the last life, Lin Kai was a hard-working office worker. Where did he ever see such a 
scene? This top beauty, it is estimated that she will not take care of Lin Kai for a 
lifetime! 

“Shao Lin, right?” In a daze, a young man stood up from his seat and smiled slightly. 

Lin Kai took a look and was stunned at the time, it was really the **** Zhao Tai! 

I saw the young man in front of him who was over 1.7 meters tall, not thin or fat. This is 
Bao Beier with hair! 

Unexpectedly, in this world, Zhao Tai is not the young master of the Zhao Group, but 
the son of the Macau gambling king! 

However, Zhao Tai’s person named Lin Kai still clearly remembered that this person did 
not scrutinize any means to achieve his goal, and he was not a good person. 

Now he is smiling, but Lin Kai can’t forget the coldness in his eyes. 

“Young Master Zhao?” Lin Kai smiled slightly and shook hands with Zhao Tai. 

“I heard that Lin Shao is the gambling king in Jiangbei. I came here today just to see Lin 
Shao’s gambling skills.” Zhao Tai said with a smile. 

As he spoke, Zhao Tai had been stroking the jade ring on his little finger, with a proud 
expression. 

This Zhao Tai is really looking for something! 

Where does Lin Kai know gambling? In the past, Lin Kai only met with some fury, but 
now Lin Kai is facing the son of the king of gambling! 

Lin Kai immediately glanced at the fat man angrily and complained that he had brought 
himself to such a place, but the fat man was still there, silly and happy! 

If it were Lin Kai before, he would have let go of his hands and feet to gamble with Zhao 
Tai, but now Lin Kai is no longer the old dude! 

“Sorry, I quit, I am now a soldier.” Lin Kai smiled slightly. 

This sentence was just said, and only a burst of laughter came, and all the young 
masters in the sky laughed. 

“Hahahahaha! Lin Shao, are you kidding me? Can you quit gambling? Hahaha!” 



“Lin Shao, who didn’t know that you are addicted to gambling! Why, after being in the 
army for two days, did you really consider yourself a soldier?” 

“Shao Lin, don’t tease me, hahaha…” 

Even the fat guy Zhang Kaixuan couldnt help laughing. He put his arms around Lin Kais 
shoulders and said with a smile: “I said, Lin Shao, what’s the matter with you? The 
usual bet of 8 million yuan, today To the son of the king of gambling, are you afraid? 

“Yes, Lin Shao, aren’t you known as the No. 1 Gambling King in Jiangbei? What a fuck!” 

Others are also booing. 

Lin Kai shook his head helplessly. It was Lin Kai’s fault in the past. Now, Lin Kai can’t 
argue. 

“Sorry, I’m a soldier, and I really can’t gamble.” Lin Kai smiled calmly. 

Zhao Tai also laughed and shook his head, with a trace of disdain in his eyes: “Haha! Is 
it possible that you are afraid of Lin Shao? I, Zhao Tai ran over all the way, but I was 
looking for you Lin Shao to play with.” 

“But, I really can’t gamble, gamble, or break the law.” Lin Kai still shook his head. 

The current Lin Kai is not the old idiot Lin Kai. How could the gambling king’s son ask 
himself to gamble for no reason? 

Maybe it was his cousin who asked someone to frame him. As long as he dared to 
gamble, he immediately made the video of his gambling public. At that time, the position 
of the heir of the Patriarch must have no chance with him! 

Hearing this, Zhao Tai’s eyes flashed with coldness. 

Zhao Tai, of course, would not simply gamble with Lin Kai. 

He received a deposit of 300 million yuan from others. As long as he can win Lin Kai a 
hand, he will get the 300 million yuan! 

Although Zhao Tai is the son of the king of gambling, 300 million is not a small sum for 
him. 

This Lin Kai, it seems that he is not as stupid as the rumors, he does not seem to be 
dull! 

 


